In the early morning hours of March 14, 2002 and after a prolonged and secretive negotiation in Belgrade, the Montenegrin President Milo Đukanović and the Serbian Prime Minister Zoran Đinđić surprised the EU mediator Mr. Javier Solana. At around 3 a.m. that morning they walked into his temporary office in Belgrade’s federal building and presented him with a document that was hastily put together and entitled The Basis for the Redefinition of the Relations Between Serbia and Montenegro. According to this document the new federal state would be called Serbia and Montenegro and its institutions would have «little continuity with the institutions of the present Federal Republic of Yugoslavia». The newly formed Council of Ministers would coordinate work in the areas of foreign affairs, defence, international economic relations, domestic economic policy and the protection of human rights and the minority rights. The parliament of this new state would have only one house. This document represented everything the EU officials were hoping for. Most importantly, it introduced the three-year long moratorium on the referendum on Montenegrin independence. The Rubicon was crossed and the new and somewhat unusual state was created. After eleven years of virtual existence the so-called Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY) was formally dissolved but the common state of Serbia and Montenegro was preserved. «This is the new beginning», stated the architect of the new state, Mr. Havier Solana, with obvious satisfaction.

This signing of the Belgrade Agreement signified the final phase of the process of simultaneous appropriation and dissolution of the concept of Montenegrin sovereignty by its strongest political party, the Democratic Party of Socialists (DPS). More recent developments on the Montenegrin political scene (from March 2002 onwards) indicate that this appropriation of independentist agenda by the DPS served multiple goals. First it was means for marginalizing the work of the opposition parties (independentists, as well as others) and for weathering a seemingly short-lasting political storm.


6 The reference to a «thin red line» is borrowed from Popović, Milan: Montenegrin Mirror: Poverty in Tumoil.
the citizens of Montenegro. Furthermore, the government stressed the need for a referendum in Montenegro to test the popular sentiment towards the idea of a Montenegrin independence and sovereignty.

Several weeks later, Belgrade responded. The newly elected president of the so-called Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY), Vojislav Koštunica, presented his Proposal for the Constitutional Redefinition of FR Yugoslavia. This document reiterated the need to preserve, at all costs, FR Yugoslavia as a unitary state. Proposed constitutional changes were just a matter of legal cosmetics and aimed at preserving Montenegro’s status as one of the municipalities within the larger structure. The new president was rather careful not to propose any substantial changes (constitutio- nal or otherwise) that would counter earlier constitutional amendments imposed by Slobo- dan Milošević. The document characterized the potential secession of Montenegro as a deliberate act aimed at breaking up the country and also pointed out the need for a dialogue between the contesting parties.

These two documents not only summarised the popular sentiments in Montenegro and Serbia with regards to the issue of internal restructuring of the common state (or its disappearance for that matter) and the possibility for doing so in a meaningful way, but also exposed the emerging fault lines between the elites in power in the two republics. Moreover, it set apart even further the already politically and ideologically polarized population of Montenegro.

Until some ten years ago conversation about Montenegrin sovereignty and the revival of the state’s independence was a rare occurrence and people usually spoke about it sotto voce. Those who opposed to this political concept (unitarists), and those who deny its right of existence and political expression (advocates of the Serbian expansionist nationalism) are many, and their political creeds differ on more than one level. However, they all share a common thread: the perception of Montenegrins as an integral part of a larger Serbian ethnic body of evidence. Such perception is based upon a historical narrative that elevates the role of Montenegro in holding together and preserving the construction of the Serbian national mythos. This narrative consists of many elements that are interdependent and display certain proto-scientific characteristics. I will briefly mention two general categories within which these elements are positioned.

The first category can be delineated by the fact that the traditional culture, history and the general cultural matrix ascribed to Montenegrins have been analysed almost exclusively within the Serb national paradigm and have been seen as part of a larger and presumably uniform, Serbian historical and cultural corpus. This methodological approach has characterized not only the works of many Serbian historians but can also be detected in the works of a number of western analysts of the South Slavic past. Often Montenegrins have been perceived as a rather exotic but useful element of the Serbian ethnic and historic body of evidence. At the same time, many Serbian historians have treated the traditional cultures of other nations and ethnic groups living in Montenegro as a necessary evil, or as a benign atavism on the monolithic and healthy body of the nation. Analysis of micro history and the internal historical/social/economic/cultural dynamics in the region have never constituted the main focus of their scholarly attention.

The second category is framed by the Serbian national mythology through which such constructed historical narrative has been represented and rationalized. If we apply the analytical tools of mnemonic history, as presented by Jan Assmann, to this case, it can be said that the historical reality of relations between Montenegro and Serbia was reduced to a figure of memory. This collapsing of historical reality manifested itself in the form of a Grand Narrative: the myth of Montenegro as the pinnacle of Eastern Orthodoxy; Montenegrins as the best of all Serbs, and the capital Cetinje as Little Zion. Montenegrins were portrayed in the same manner: as the best of all Serbs. The history of Montenegro is often presented as the history of a remote army camp, whose swordsman were guarding for posterity the spirit of the Eastern Orthodox faith and protecting it from falling under the cold shadow of the Crescent. The insistence upon the religious aspect in such interpretations and the validity of the entire argument is contestable, since Montenegrins have always displayed an unusual attitude towards religion and the Church institutions:

No matter how much a Montenegrin may love his church, he does not like to attend the service, and lately the church and state authorities are making an effort to ensure that church services are attended regularly. In earlier times there were those who never entered a church as long as they lived. [...] In his absentmindedness, a Montenegrin enters the church with his cap on his head. I had an opportunity to see older priests do the same thing. [...] This is why the religious beliefs of Montenegrins, regardless of how
Many Serbo-Croatian history books imply that the Montenegrin state was never a real state but represented only a historical sentiment (heavily coloured by the oral tradition); it was a historical aberration that survived within the specific conditions of permanent armed struggle against the Ottoman invader. Those who ascribe to such a view argue that once the Ottoman state dissolved, there was no reason for a Montenegrin state to exist outside all-inclusive Serbian national and political frameworks. Following the same argument, some contemporary analysts of the South Slavic geopolitical landscape interpret the disappearance of the Montenegrin state after the first World War as the glorious fulfillment of its people’s centuries-old desire:

Montenegro had its own state before Serbia did, but Montenegro has always been a Serbian state – even under Njegoš and the Petrović dynasty. Bavaria, for example, was once the kingdom and now is called the Free Bavarian State, but no one dreams of turning it into an independent state, let alone of denying it its German national identity.13

Within such a political and ideological equation, the independent Montenegrin state made sense only as long as it carried forward the torch of an undying spirit of Serbhood. The reference to Montenegrins as the best of all Serbs (still forcefully advocated by the exponents of Serbian expansionist nationalism) is an example of how the ethnic factor is simplified and isolated, as well as hypertrophied, in an attempt to prove the ethnic purity of Montenegrin identity. This is, I believe, the deepest epistemological, ideological and political meaning of the thesis about Montenegrins being racially pure or even being the purest of Serbs. The problem of the dual character of Montenegrin identity has been, in most cases, interpreted as the relation between the sub-ordained concept of Montenegrin, representing the notion of territoriality, and the super-ordained concept of Serb, representing the ethnic/national belonging. Thus, Montenegrins have been perceived as ethnic Serbs living in the geographic region known as Montenegro. I believe that such a view represents a gross simplification of the issue of Montenegrin Serbhood.

I would argue that the concept of Montenegrin Serbhood represents the manifestation of Montenegrin ecclesiastical consciousness in its engaged version. Montenegrins preserved the notion of their distinctiveness in regard to other South Slavic groups and continuously reaffirmed it through history. Finally, they understood the idea of Serbhood to be the attribute of their belonging to Eastern Orthodox Faith and to Christianity in general, as well as to the larger South Slavic context. Based on such understanding, Montenegrins incorporated this idea in the building blocks of their national individuality. The result of such incorporation is the historical precedent of the notion of Montenegrin Serbhood, which differs from the notion of Serbhood anywhere else in the Balkans, as well as from this notion among the ethnic Serbs in Serbia proper. Because it was understood as the ideology of constant struggle, this Montenegrin Serbhood did not stand in opposition to a distinct character of Montenegrin national identity. It was used as a tool of pragmatic politics in order to achieve the final goal. Montenegrins used the terms Serbs and Serbhood whenever they referred to South Slavic elements rallied in an anti-Ottoman coalition and around the Christian Cross. Moreover, it is true that the identity construction is a long process of historical/cultural sedimentation and that the final product is perceived as a relatively long-lasting and stable phenomenon. However, it would be a mistake to regard such a phenomenon as static or unchangeable. Identity is a dynamic phenomenon whose manifestations can vary over time and even more so if such an identity is positioned on the periphery of a dominant cultural/political force.

If we are what we remember, the truth of memory lies in the identity that it shapes. This truth is subject to time so that it changes with every new identity and every new present. It lies in the story, not as it happened but as it lives on and unfolds in collective memory.14

With this in mind, it seems rather wrong to contest/deny contemporary expressions of the national identity of Montenegrins and their distinctiveness in regard to Serbs, by invoking the facts that a century or so ago many Montenegrins (some rulers from the Petrović dynasty included) declared themselves to be Serbs.15 The fact that each of us constructs and reconstructs one’s own identity, and lives a private narrative should be recognized as the process of gradual change over time and as the process whose manifestations can not be mummified within the strict
limitations of the nineteenth century conceptual framework of national awakening. At present, a plurality of Montenegrin population constructs and lives a narrative (on an individual level and on the level of a collective experience) that is somewhat different from this earlier model. I also believe that it is wrong to defend Montenegrin identity and its distinctiveness by vehemently negating these facts, while seeking to establish a nonexistent absolute continuity with the early inhabitants of the Balkan Peninsula or with early state formations in the region. Both strategies indicate that their advocates are still wrestling with the significance of national identity and both are based upon seemingly different myths: the one about purity, the other about temporal/historical continuity with medieval state formations. What envelops this dual character of Montenegrin identity and impedes a more complete understanding of Montenegrin history is, among other things, its tradition of epic poetry, the contents of which are open to various and often conflicting interpretations, and represent valuable material for mythmaking. To paraphrase Slavoj Žižek, Montenegrin epic poetry is the stuff other’s dreams are made of.

Having in mind the distinct character of Montenegro’s traditional culture and the specificities of its historical, political, and economic, as well as cultural development, one is intrigued by the persistent appropriation of Montenegrins by the Serbs and wonders about the reasons for this claim of ownership. Considering the findings presented in recent scholarly literature in Montenegro that support the claim about Montenegrin distinctiveness, the assumed ethnic closeness of these two nations appears to be a politically motivated argument. One could analyse the inclusion of Montenegrins in the Serbian national mythos as a way to establish and preserve the historical/temporal, and cultural continuity of the Serbian nation throughout the centuries of the Ottoman rule in the region.

For some 400 years or so (from about 1450 to the late 1800s) Serbia proper was ruled by the Ottomans. All aspects of life in the region were subject to regulations and laws imposed by the invader, and the prerogatives of the Serbian ethnic and national, cultural and religious being were suppressed. On the other hand, during the same period Montenegro existed as a relatively independent political entity that displayed a measurable temporal continuity of its own ethnic, historical and cultural being. With the advent of the ideology of national homogenisation among the Serbs it became necessary to establish a Serbian historical and cultural continuity in the area that was disrupted by the Ottomans. One of the ways to accomplish this task was the appropriation of Montenegro. This appropriation happened on many levels and included the positioning of Montenegrins within the Serbian mythos as a symbol of the undying spirit of Serb-hood. Only then was the Serbian historical narrative able to bridge the gap of some four centuries during the Ottoman rule and establish the temporal continuity needed for the process of national awakening.

At present, the differences among those opposed to Montenegro’s independence and sovereignty have to do with the modalities for rationalizing and justifying the inclusion of Montenegro and its population into the Serbian ethnic and political, as well as economic and cultural corpus. They attempt to contextualize their arguments by positioning the idea of an independent and sovereign Montenegro within the two broad categories. First, the unionists place it within the realm of the old dynastic aspirations of the last Montenegrin King, Nikola I Petrović. Second, the idea of an independent and sovereign Montenegro is viewed as an ideological construction of the communist regime. The former President of FR Yugoslavia Dobrica Ćosić stated in a recent conversation with Timothy Garton Ash, that «Montenegro is the last vestige of the Stalinist national policy».19

On the other side of the political division, advocates of Montenegrin independence (independents) repeatedly invoked the alleged continuity of statehood from the time of the medieval Balšić and Vojislavjević dynasties. The fact that a Montenegrin political entity emerged in 1386 and survived until 1421 and as well as the fact that from 1516 to 1852 Montenegro was a theocratic state ruled by a prince-bishop, constitutes the ultimate example of the continuity of statehood in the eyes of those favouring independence.20 They often point out that by the time a Serbian state began to emerge during the 1800s, the Montenegrin state had known over 400 years of separate existence. Under the sixty-year rule of Prince (from 1910, King) Nikola I Petrović, Montenegro extended its territory and enjoyed the diplomatic recognition, and sometimes the close attention, of the European powers. Montenegro’s admittedly minor role in European politics was enhanced by the success of the king in marrying his daughters into various European royal families.21
These contesting concepts and the emotionally charged rhetoric of their modern time advocates managed to polarize (politically and ideologically) the population of Montenegro. Regardless of what the available statistical data might suggest, the fact remains that the people of Montenegro are bitterly divided over the issue of Montenegro’s independence and the referendum as an acceptable modus of achieving it. A poll carried out in December 1999 found that 36,1% of the people support independence, 28% strong federal ties with Serbia, 22,5% support the government’s 1999 call for a loose confederation and 5,5% the unity with Serbia. Results of the opinion pool carried out by the Faculty of Economics (Podgorica) and the Institute for Social Sciences (Ljubljana) in January 2001 showed that some 58,4% support independence, while some 25,6% were against it. With regards to the referendum as the most viable way of determining the future status of Montenegro, 82,4% were in favour of pursuing the plebiscite, while 6,4% were against it. Furthermore, the most recent opinion pool suggests that some 61,6% support independence. There are indications that after the signing of the Belgrade Agreement in March 2002 this ratio has changed in favour of a unitary state.

The blame for the ferocity and depth of the current political and ideological division in Montenegro could be equally distributed amongst the advocates of both of the contesting political concepts. Those favouring a unitary state resort to the political tactic of emphasising the ethnic connection (sameness) between Montenegrins and Serbs and rely on representations of the mythologized past as the theatrical background for achieving the goals of their political programs. Their opponents, the independentists, could be criticised for eagerly accepting the challenge and engaging in the futile debate about ethnicity. Judging by the frequency and ferocity of such debates in Montenegro, it could be said that the unitarists have achieved their primary objectives. First, they managed to shift the focus of public attention from the crucial issues of responsibility for the political failures during the last decade and of the need for determining ways of overcoming the dark legacy of yesteryears to a seemingly endless discussion about the ethnic origins of Montenegrins. Secondly, and in my view even more important, they succeeded in marginalizing the discourse of finding the mechanisms and modalities for the establishment of a civic society in Montenegro. These might be some of the reasons why a significant percentage of the population in Montenegro is not sure about the nature of the earlier promised referendum which was to assess and present the idea of Montenegrin independence and sovereignty. This is the discourse of civic society.

Even though the process of redefining the existing relationship between Montenegro and Serbia is manifestly political, it should not be forgotten that politics is only one of many mechanisms through which such a process is expressed. Not to confuse the reader, I should say that I see the cooperation between Montenegro and Serbia as a fact of life regardless of the final outcome of the current debate. The existence of an independent, sovereign and internationally recognised Montenegro, or the survival of FR Yugoslavia as a confederation of independent states, or the adoption of some third model of cooperation, will not lessen Montenegro’s interest in maintaining some level of bilateral contact with its northern neighbour.

In having in mind the history of the two countries’ political, economic and cultural relations, as well as the needs and limitations of their internal development, and the ideological frameworks of the current confrontation (the manifestly expansionist policy of the ruling elite in Serbia towards Montenegro), it seems almost impossible to reach a compromise that will satisfy both parties. Political realities in Montenegro and Serbia and the multi-layered character of their relations clearly show the existence of two diametrically opposed concepts of cooperation and coexistence. These concepts are not the creations of contemporary politics. They are the products of the late 19th century national awakening movements and a national disequilibrium among the South Slavs. The fact of their historical continuity – two solitudes that live parallel lives and meet each other only to confront each other, but never reach the point of mutual understanding – gives us strong indications of an inadequacy and unsustainability (not to speak of the absence of democratic nature and equality) of a federal model of governance in the region. The collapse of the
During the past few years the structure of power in Montenegro defined the need to re-establish Montenegro’s independence and sovereignty, and outlined the government’s vision of Montenegro’s future according to various party programs and with different levels of emotional involvement of the participants. Despite the fact that the effort towards reaching the optimal solution for Montenegro – its independence and sovereignty – deserves support and respect, I would argue that a shift of focus is necessary. The domestic political scene is very important indeed, but it is not the only field of Marathon on which the future of Montenegro will be decided. There are many fields like that in Montenegro and culture is one of them. Having in mind the current state of affairs in Montenegrin culture and the marginal role culture has been given, it is not advisable to speculate on whose messenger will deliver the good news with his last breath. Culture is the stage where the defeats and victories of any political concept will be measured. Besides, we live in a time that is shaped by the processes of economic globalisation and regional cooperation, and culture remains the only sphere where it is still possible to preserve some of the features of specific national experiences of numerous nations and ethnic groups in Montenegro. The reality in Montenegro offers us plenty of examples of the marginalization and dissolution of these national experiences.

To say that the priority should be given to resolving the issues of statehood and the international recognition of Montenegro has some truth. At the same time, such a statement presupposes the primary role of politics in the process. One is tempted to remind the independentists of the fact that the process of political and economic revitalisation of any country, while important, should not be divorced from the process of defining and re-defining cultural heritage and contemporary manifestations of it. Representative elements of any nation, such as its independence and sovereignty, and international recognition are primarily based on a clearly defined cultural identity of the nation’s members.

The solution to the current political and ideological stalemate between Montenegro and Serbia depends on the dynamics of political processes on a domestic, as well as international scene, and on strengthening the local economy. However, it should be kept in mind that such stately prerogatives cannot be achieved solely through the formation of short-term political alliances or by the rhetoric of a desired inclusion in the so-called European and transatlantic integrative processes. What is being sidelined is the role that culture plays in this process. Montenegro’s writers, artists, musicians and actors contribute through their artistic endeavours to finding an optimal solution to the current crisis much more than they are given credit for. Activities of the Montenegrin P.E.N. Centre and the importance of continuous work on the Montenegrin Encyclopaedia, as well as the contribution of scholarly journals such as Almanah and Matica, the magazines Gest and Mobil Art, and the publishing activities of CID and Con texto – to mention just a few – have a greater long-term impact on the process of cultural identification and self-identification than all the exported aluminium and tourist attractions in Montenegro put together. The same could be said for the role played by the Montenegrin independent media such as Monitor, Viješti and Montena Independent Television.

Even though it is necessary to build a political force that can materialise the popular sentiment, thus fulfilling the mandate given to it by the electorate body, one should be reminded of the fact that the idea of an independent and sovereign Montenegro is not the brainchild of any contemporary political party. At present, and in spite of the efforts by the ruling elite to convince us otherwise, this idea represents a popular sentiment that has its own history and its own stages of development, and it should be brought to fruition in accordance with the model of contemporary political thought and practice. As the events following the signing of a Belgrade Agreement on March 14, 2002 indicate, this personalizing of the idea of such scope is nothing more than a short-term solution within the concept of pragmatic daily politics. Negative effects of such an attitude (embraced both by the political position and the political opposition in Montenegro, albeit for different reasons) of the elite means taking the agency away from the people of Montenegro and excluding them from the process altogether. Moreover, such an approach positions the contemporary elite in power as initiators and an advocates of an idea that was, in spite of numerous setbacks and modifications through time, in existence long before the establishment of any political party in Montenegro.
The unitarists often resort to the tactical manoeuvre of personalization trying to minimise the importance of the independentist agenda, by equating a broad concept such as Montenegrin independence and sovereignty with the charisma, personal political preferences and projects of its current president. Such a view was echoed in a recent interview with Dragoljub Mićunović, the President of the Yugoslav Lower House of Parliament, who said that it is obvious we are talking about certain personal projects that at present could not rely on the support of the Serbian public opinion. Most probably such projects could not count on the majority support in Montenegro either.\textsuperscript{30} [Transl. SP]

By resorting to such a political construct, the unitarists are attempting to sideline the significant popularity that this idea enjoys among the Montenegrin population and to interpret its manifestations not as a popular movement but as political radicalism (separatism) of a small and power-hungry elite.\textsuperscript{31} The result of this tactic is the constant portrayal of individual politicians in Montenegro as embodiments of the idea of Montenegrin independence. By focusing their attacks on an individual politician, the unitarists hope to force change within the governmental structure. Such change will (we are told) bring an end to the discussion about independence and separation. What escapes their attention is the fact that a change of personnel has little to do with unionist’s desired change of a popular sentiment, since the independentist political agenda seems to enjoy rather wide public support in Montenegro. It is interesting to note that the ruling elite and the Montenegrin president himself recently resorted to a similar rhetoric in ensuring their stay in power.\textsuperscript{32} This point of contact between the political position (DPS) and the opposition parties in Montenegro speaks volumes about the nature of the system and the prevailing ideological concepts.

Some independentists (though a small minority) would point out that what we see in Montenegro is not the final stage of the process of forming and defining national identity of Montenegrins according to the late nineteenth-century model, but the need for protecting and re-emphasising a long-existing and well-rounded notion of identity in a new environment. One could easily agree with such a general statement. Indeed, it is necessary to seek modalities of expressing and manoeuvring space to accommodate the different national and cultural identities in present-day Montenegro. The special features of these identities in Montenegro make this process even more important. When assessing the content of cultural concepts in the republics of the former Yugoslavia and their internal dynamics, one could broadly characterize them as particular types of multiculturalism. Such a categorisation could be applied to all regions of the former Yugoslavia, with the possible exception of Montenegro. Multiculturalism presupposes the parallel existence of two or more different cultural frameworks within one region, but does not include the process of interaction. I would suggest that we should recognise a different process in Montenegro. This is the process of interculturalism that is represented by and expressed through constant interaction between various cultural concepts. The historical, political and cultural matrix of Montenegro is the result of interactions and multi-layered borrowings that were and still are among the central features of Montenegrin society. This is the micro history of internal dynamics of inter-ethnic and inter-religious relations. What sets Montenegro apart from other republics of the former Yugoslavia is the presence and visibility of various cultural patterns upon which its tradition and history grew and developed, as well as the existence of space provided for the expression of the differences. Problems arise when one starts seeking practical ways to revitalize the values of the Montenegrin national and cultural identity. At that point the independentists often resort to canonizing the constitutive elements (real or imagined) of such identity. Their approach is rather similar to the one that characterized nineteenth-century national awakening movements. Despite of covering it with the blanket of postmodernist rhetoric (as it is the case in present-day Montenegro) it still mirrors the same old model. Insisting on the rhetoric of Montenegrin identity and Montenegrin culture, as well as Montenegrin ethnic framework, could be misunderstood by many as a distancing from a stereotypical other, or as an initial phase in the political process of creating and marginalizing the second class citizens in Montenegro. Current political, economic and cultural conditions create the need to strengthen the Montenegrin identity but also demand its constant re-evaluation and seeking of ways for its co-existence with identities of those who are not ethnically Montenegrin, or those who construct their identity within a different ethnic and national framework. It allows emphasis on one’s identity but also initiates the process of rethinking its basic premises and negotiating its position of one
among equals. To achieve this it is necessary to introduce a new discourse based on the category of abstract citizen of Montenegro, regardless of his/her ethnic and national identity and religious provenience or political affiliation.

In the case of Montenegro, one could follow the gradual separation between the content (cultural identities and cultural politics) and the form (political rhetoric of cohabitation, multiculturalism and cooperation in the region), with the content being constantly marginalized. The lack of attention to the content and overlooking of the relations of causality between the cultural identity of a nation and its stately attributes usually results in a questioning of both the identity and the viability of the state formation. Regardless of what might really be the case in Montenegro, the negative effects of the so-called »active waiting« on the part of those in power constitute the image of confusion and insecurity, as well as that of frailty and lack of clear vision of Montenegro's future. Nevertheless, sovereign and internationally recognised Montenegro is a honourable idea that deserves respect and support. However, it cannot be achieved, nor can it survive as an acceptable modus vivendi for all its citizens without prior redefinition, qualitative assessment and a strengthening of its cultural cornerstones. Having this in mind, it seems necessary to put more effort into redefining the cultural politics in Montenegro. This could be the best way to overcome potent and persistent outside influences and establish a successful two-way communication with the neighbours. Such interaction and creative dialogue with the manifestations of different mentalities and perceptions of life is the only modus acceptable for Montenegro.

Transparency of the concept of cultural politics is based on a clearly delineated notion of identity, whose elements cannot be easily deconstructed in the process of cultural exchange. Even though one can at once recognise the specificity of national and cultural identity of Montenegrins, emphasising this specificity seems necessary. Naturally, the crucial aspect of the whole process is to find a good measure of things and to establish a necessary balance. Otherwise, one enters the realm of provincial xenophobia and ethnic exclusivism. Montenegrins should be conscious of the fact that their cultural heritage and its contemporary manifestations are also the product of a creative effort of individual intellectuals and groups that could not be positioned within the Montenegrin ethnic framework. Cultural borrowings are a common occurrence in many cultures and there is nothing wrong with it as long as the purpose of such borrowings is to modify them and learn about others, rather than to simply adopt or create a carbon copy of the outside model. The ability to accept outside influences and filter them through the mechanisms of one's own artistic and creative sensibility is a sign of a well rounded sense of identity and represents a qualitative departure from the rigid limes of one's ethnic mental landscape. An insistence on prioritising and canonizing ethnic criterion inevitably produces a backlash since it is known that others (outsiders) are perceived as foreign, unwanted, dehumanised and finally, when representatives of a particular national corpus feel insecure about their own identity, as enemies. As Robert Musil pointed out, the ethnic biases are usually nothing more than manifestations of one's self-hatred and the products of an inner conflict that is projected on a convenient victim.\footnote{Musil, Robert: The Man Without Qualities. Vol. 1. New York: First Vintage Intern. Ed. 1996, p. 461.}

\footnote{Debeljak 2001.}


Creative interaction between two or more different segments of broader/different cultural frameworks could be best achieved if concepts of ethnic identities are separated from that of civic identity. This separation should occur on the level of semantics as well as of political and cultural activity. Such differentiation must be initiated and maintained on the level of public discourse in the Montenegrin nation state and must carry in itself the possibility and the right of an individual or a group to chose their own civic identity, while not severing all ties with the original ethnic group.\footnote{Despite the rhetoric it is obvious that a suitable climate for accepting and implementing this differentiation in Montenegro is almost non-existent and that the notion of a Montenegrin nation state is conditioned by the ethnic principle rather than by that of the civic identity of its population. This kind of exclusivism and forced retraction to the absolutism of the pure can only produce cultural isolation that feeds itself on the remnants of ethnic mimicry and rejects everything that does not come from within one's ethnic circle. Instead of representing itself as a living and mobile experience, it is reduced to static self-representation. In the absence of a political agency that is able and ready to establish the mechanisms of a democratic civic state detached from the restrictive concept of a mythologized past, cultural identities and self-representations become imposed and internalized.\footnote{Imposed processes and representations – the construction of stereotypes – could turn into mechanisms for controlling numerically smaller ethno-cultural groups (or could be perceived as such). This is the point when the problem of the cultural limes is the only modus acceptable for any people and the only modus that the immigrants accept in order to survive as an acceptable modus vivendi for all its citizens without prior redefinition, qualitative assessment and a strengthening of its cultural cornerstones. Having this in mind, it seems necessary to put more effort into redefining the cultural politics in Montenegro. This could be the best way to overcome potent and persistent outside influences and establish a successful two-way communication with the neighbours. Such interaction and creative dialogue with the manifestations of different mentalities and perceptions of life is the only modus acceptable for Montenegro.}

\footnote{TWO SOLITUDES by Srdja Pavlović (Edmonton)
changes its character and becomes political. Many people in Montenegro perceive the referen-
dum on independence as an imposition and a forced declaration of individual’s notion of ethnic
identity, instead of a way to create an optimal legal framework for the process of defining civic
identity in Montenegro. It is necessary to explain to the electorate body that the modus vivendi
called independent, sovereign and internationally recognised Montenegro is needed in order »to help us be, and not to simply have«.36 Successfully accomplishing this task will defeat the
unitarist argument about Montenegrin independence as a process which will produce so-called
losers and second-class citizens and position such argument at an appropriate shelf in the
National Museum of Ethnic Constructions.

Advocates of an ethnically based Montenegrin state forget that such a concept is a thing of
the past and that it cannot function in the contemporary socio-political, economic and demogra-
phic framework, except as a dictatorship. Such a concept, among other things, draws its
strength from numbers. The history of relations between Montenegro and Serbia provides many
instances when the numerical advantage/disadvantage is used to deny the right of Montene-
grins to call themselves a nation.37 Exponents of a Serbian expansionist nationalism interpret
the expressed need for an independent and sovereign Montenegro through the distortive lens
of epic rhetoric about barbarians at the gate and enemies who intend to destroy the innocence
of their ethnically pure and compact Garden of Eden. That is why every descent into the field of
civic political and cultural orientation in Montenegro has been perceived by unitarists as an acti-
vely seeking to abandon and betray the sacred national (ethnic) attributes or as an empty rhetoric of mondialism whose advocates detached themselves from the essence of our everyday existence long ago. Considering these qualifications and their ideological and political base, it would be unwise to favour an ethnic model for the recreation of a Montenegrin independent state. Avoiding such a trap presupposes a clear
definition of the civic national state and an affirmation of civic identity in Montenegro.

The prioritisation of culture and cultural politics in the process of creating the conditions that
will nourish elements of civic identity in Montenegro and establishing mechanisms through
which a civic state could function is also important in view of the relatively recent political/per
sonnel changes in Serbia. Even though these changes are mainly of a representational charac-
ter, they could be seen as an improvement. Namely, deposing the dictator lessens the chances
of Montenegro of being pacified through military action but does not entirely remove the threat.
Once again, we are going back to the issue of modalities for achieving a political goal. The uni-
form cultural model that is being imposed upon Montenegro replaces earlier manifestations of an aggressive Serbian westward and southward aimed expansionism. In the context of a post-
modern model of domination, the pen has become more effective and dangerous than the rifle.
Overcoming such challenges presupposes a restructuring of Montenegro’s economy and the
reform of its political system. But such a process must include the revitalisation of the contem-
porary and multi-layered corpus of cultural activities in Montenegro, as well as the preservation
of its traditional cultural values.

37 The surface area of Montenegro is 5,333 square miles (13,812 km²) with the population of about
617000. The ethnic structure of Montenegro is as follows: 61,7% Montenegrins; 14,5% Muslims; 9,3%
Serbs; 6,5% Albanians, and 8% Others. In addition, there are some 140 000 Montenegrins living in Serbia. (Yugoslav Census, Belgrade 1991). The wars in Croatia and Bos-
nia (1992-1995), as well as the latest conflict in Kosovo, resulted in a sub-
tantial influx of refugees from those areas into Montenegro. In 1993 alo-
ne, the number of refugees in Monte-
enegro reached 10% of its entire
population. The Kosovo conflict only
worsened that ratio.
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